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Editors’ Note: Machine Learning has bcrn a constant, 

theme t,hroughout AI’s two decades of existence In this ovcr- 

view t,hc authors analyze various aspects including the major 

met,hodological approaches advocated in Machine Learning re- 

search, md how t.hey have related to major contemporary themes 

in “mainstream” AI Research. In a subsequent issue we plan to 

include a sequel to this rarticle which will give t>hc aut.hors views 

on current research directions in Machine Learning. 

In the meanwhile, we are very anxious to get readers reactions 

to thzs and all earlier contributions to this column ~ Derek 

Sleeman and Jaame Carbonell 

Abstract, 

Machine learning has always been an integral part of artificial intel- 

ligcncc, and it.s methodology has evolved in concert, with the major 

concerns of the field In response to the dificulties of encoding evcr- 

increasing vohlmes of knowledge in modeln hI syst.ems, many rcsearch- 

ers have recently turned their attention to machiuc learning as a means 

to overcome the knowledge acquisition bottleneck This article pl esents 

a taxonomic analysis of machine learning organized primarily hy learn- 

ing strategies and secondarily by knowledge represent,atiou and applica- 

tion areas A historical survey out lining the development of various ap- 

proaches to machine learning is prcscnted from early neural networks 

t.o present, knowledge-irltellsive techniques. 

This paper is a modified and extended version of the first chapt.er of 

Machine Learnznq, An Artijicrul Intelligence Approach, with per mission of 

the publisher: Tioga Press (Palo Alto, Ch) The research described 

here was sponsored in palt, by the Office of Naval &scar& (ONR) 

under grant number NO0014-79-C-0661, and in par1 by the National 

Science Foundation grant MCSB’L-05166 

LEARNING rs ,4 MANY-FACETED PIIEN~MEN~N. 

Learning processes include the accIuisition of new tlcclara- 

tive knowlcdgc, t,he development of motor and cognitive 

skills through instruction or practice, the organization of 

new knowledge into general, cffcctivc rcprcsontations, and 

the discovery of new facts and theories through observation 

and experimentation. The st,udy and computer modclling 

of learning processes in their multiple manifestations con- 

stitutes the subject matter of machine learning 

Although machine learning has been a central concern 

in artificial intelligence since t,he early days wlieri the idea 

of “self-organizing systems” was popular, t,lie limitations 

inherent in the early neural network approaches led to :I 

temporary decline in research volume. More recently, new 

symbolic met,hods and knowledge-intcnsivc techniques have 

yielded promising results and these in t.urn have led to 

the current, revival in machine lcwrning research This ar- 

ticle examines some basic methodological issues, proposes a 

classification of machine learning techniques, and provides a 

historical review of t,he major research directions 

The Objectives of Machine Learning 

The field of machine learning can bc organized around 

three primary research foci: 

l Task-Oriented Studies the drvclopmcnt and anal- 

ysis of lrarning syst,ems oriented toward solving a 
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lmdctcrmined set, of tasks (also knowtl as the “enginccr- 
ing apl~roacli”) 

0 Cognitive Simulation ~-the investigation and con- 
puter simulation of hunian learning processes (aIs 
known as t,he “cognit,ive 1nodclling approach”) 

l Theoretical Analysis---t.hc t,heord,icaJ exploration 
of tho space of possible learning mot.J1ods and algo- 
rithms iiidepend(~111. of application domain. 

hltho1tgh many research eflbrt,s st.rive primarily towards 
one of these objectives, progress in one objective oft,en leads 
Lo progress in another For inst,attce, in order to investigate 
t,hc SJXI~C of possible learning methods, a reasonahlc start,- 
ing point, may he Lo consider the only l~now~t example of 
robust learning l)chavior, namely humans (and perhaps othct 
biological systems) Similarly, J,sychological investigations of 
human learning may hc helJ)ed by theoretical analysis that 
may suggest, various plausible learning tnodcls. The need to 
acquire a particular form of knowledge in sotne Lask-oriented 

st.utly may itself spawtt new t~lleoretical analysis or ~,ose t,hc 
qticstion: “flow do humans acquire this specific: skill (or 
ktlowledge)?” The exist,ettcc of these mutually supportive ob- 
jectives reficct,s the entire field of artificial int,clligcncc, whcrc 
cwJ)ert, syst.ems research, cognit.ive simulation, and theoreti- 
cal studies J)rovide some (aross-fertilization of problems and 
idras 

Applied Learning Systems: A Practical Necessity. 

At, present, itisi~ructing a cotnJnit,er or a computer-controlled 
robot, to perform a t,ask requires one t,o define a comple1.e and 
correct, algoril,hm for that. t,ask, and t,hen laboriously pro- 
gram the algorithm int,o a comput,er These activit,ies typi- 
(aally involve a Ledious and t,itrie-c:onsurtiiiig effort by specially 
t,rainccl personntl. 

Prcsrnt-day computer systeitis cannot truly learn to J)er- 
form a La& through exa1nJ)lcs or by analogy Lo a similar, 
J)rcviously-solved t,ask. Nor can they improve significantly 
on t,lle basis of ~)asl, tnistakes, or acquire new abilities l)y 
observing and itnit,ating exJ)erts Macllinc learning research 
strives to open IShe possibility of instructing computers in 
such new ways, and t.liereby promises Lo ease lhe burden of 
hand-progratnmirlg growing volutttes of increasingly coniplcx 
informat~ioti into lhe computers of t.omorrow. Tlie rapid ex- 
Jjansion of apJ)licat,ions and availal)ility of computers today 
tnakcs this possil,ilily even tttore att,ractivc and desirable 

When approaching a task-oriented knowledge acquisi- 
tion task, one 111usl, 1~ awarc that, t,he resultant comput,er sys- 
tenis mltst, interact wit,h humans, a11d therefore should closely 
parallcl huttta11 abilities. The t,raditiotlal argumenl that an 
cnginecring approacll need not reflect human or biological 
J)erformanc:c is not, truly applicable t,o tuachine learning. 
Since airJ3laties, a succcssfiil restill, of at1 almost pure en- 
ginccritig approach, hear lit,t,le resemblance t,o t,heir biological 
counterparls, one may argttc t,hnt, aJ)J)licd knowledge acquisi- 
tion svst ems could he e~Jually divorced from any consitlela- 
1 ion of human capabilities This arguntettt~ does not apply 
here because airplanes need not int,eract, wit,h or tmderstand 
birds I,eartiing machines, on the ot,lirr hand, will have Lo 

int,eract, with the people who make use of them, and consc- 
quently the cotic~:pt~s and skills they acquire ~~ if not. ncccs- 
sarily their in18crtial tt1f~chatiisnis~+ niiist, he ~1titl~:rst,x1id:tl~l~~ 
to huttians. 

Machine Learning as a Science. The cJuc‘st,iott of 
what, arc the getiet.icwlly-endowed aljilitics it1 il biologic:11 sys- 
tcm (versus ctivironttieiitally-a.cqttiled skills or l~tiowletlge) 
has fascinat,ed biologists, psychologist,s, J~hilosoJ~lters and 
artificial int,elligettcc rcscarchers alike. A clear cattdid:rt,c: TOI 
a cognitivc invaristil. in humans is lhc lcarnitig ttiech:mist1i 
t,lte ittrtat,e abilit,y to acqttirc fact,s, skills and more a11st.rnc*t2 
concept,s. Therefore, 11nderst,~Ltldillglittg human Icarnitlg ~011 
enough 1.0 reproduce aspects of t,hat, learning l.)ehavior in 
ii comJ~ulcr systetti is, iii itself, a worlhy scic:tit,ifica goal. 
Moreover, the comput,er can rcndtr sttl~s~~atttial assisI:mcc 
Lo cognitive psychology, in t.hat, it 111ay 1)~ used t,o t.cst 1.11~ 
consist,ency and completetless of Icart1ing t,hcoric,s, and cn- 
force a cottittiit~11ient t,o finr-stritct,iire process-level det.ail tha 1, 
precludes nteaningless, i,aut,ological or unt,cst,al)lc thcorics 

(Sloman 1978, C~arl~ot1ell 198 I). 

The st,tidy of liutttan learning J,roccsscs is also of tori- 
siderable practical significance. (:ainitig insigltt,s itil.0 1.11~ 
principles 1tnderIying hutnati leat~tii11g :Ll)ilities is likely Lo 
lead LO more efl’ecl.ive educational tcchniqucs Thus, it, is not, 
surprising that research int,o int,elligc:nt cotttpuler-assistact itt- 
struction, which attert1pt,s t,o develop computer-based t,ttt,or- 
ing systems, shares many of t,hr goals and J)erspectives wit,11 
tnachine learning rrscarch One part.icrtlarly int.eresting dc- 
veloptttent, is that, computer Lutoring systctns arc st,:1rl,ing 10 
incorporat,e abilities t,o infer models of studeiil cotnpet.c:nc~c: 
from observed performance. Inferring t.hc scope of :I SLII- 
dent’s knowledge and skills in a J>art,ict11ar arca allows 111uch 
more effective and individualixcd t,ut,orit1g of’ the st,ltdent, 
(Sleetriati 1983). 

An equally basic scientific objcct.ivc: of machine lcartl- 
ing is t,hc exploration of possil)le learning mcchanisttts, in- 
cluding the discovery of difl’erent. induct,ion algorit.ht11s, t,ltc 
scope and theoretical limitations of ccltain rt1et.l1ods, thrl in- 
formation t~liai~ t~iiisl~ 1~: available t.0 the lcarncr, thr issue: 
of coping with imperfect, training dat,n, writ1 the cre:it.ioii of 
general techniques applicable in 1na11y t,ask domains. ‘I‘hcrc: 
is 110 reason Lo believe lhat human learning n1ef.11otls arc t.hc 
only possihlc means of ncqttirittg knowledge and skills In 
fact, common sense siiggest,s that human lcarnitig rcJ,rcscnt,s 
just otie point in an utichartcd space of J)ossihlc lcart1itig 
methods--a point, that, f,hrough the evoluCot1ary process is 
J1articularly well suited Lo COJX with t,hc gcncral J>hysical 
environment it1 which we exist, Most, theoretical work in 
machine learning has centeretl on t,he crcat.ion, charactcrizz 
tioti and analysis of gcnfral lcxrning i~iethds, with Lhc: ttiajor 
emphasis on analyzing generalii,y and pcrformancc rat,hc,r 
t~liati psychological plausibility 

Whereas theoretical analysis provides a means of cxJ)lor- 
ittg the space of possible learnitlg met~l~otls, the t,ask-orient.4 
approach provides a vehicle Lo t,est ant1 improve the per- 
formatice of functional learning syst.ems Hy c~otist,rricl,it1g 



and tJcsting applied learning systenis, one can dct,crminc t,lic 

c:ost-c~~ctiverir:ss trade-ofls and limitations of particular ap- 

proaches 1.0 learning. In this way, individual data points in 

the space of possible learning syst,cms arc explored, and t,he 

space ilself lxcoriics he1,l.w Iinderstood 

Knowledge Acquisition versus Skill Refinement. 

Thcrr RI’C l,wo basic forms of learning: knowledge ncquzsztron 

and slczll: refine,nent Wl lcn we say that sonieonc learned 

pllysics, we mean that. this person acquired concepts of 

physics, undcrst,ood t,hcir meaning, and their relationship t,o 

each ot,her as well as t,o t,hc physical world. The essence of 

learning in t,liis case is the acquisit,ion of knowlcdgc, includ- 

ing descript,ions and models of physical systems and t,heir 

behaviors, incorporating a variety of represc.nt,at,ioiis~~ from 

simple int,uitivc mental models, examples and images, to 

complet,cly &Led mat,liernatical equations and physical laws. 

A person is said 00 have lcarncd more if his knowlcdgc ex- 

plains a broader scope of situations, is more accurat,e, and 

is l)ett.er able t.o predict. the behavior of the physical world 

(Popper 1088) This form of learning is typical to a large 

variety of sil,ual,ions and is generally Lermed Icnowledge ac- 

quzsztron Hence, knowledge acquisition is defined as learning 

nrw symbolic information coupled wil,li the abilit,y to apply 

t,liat. information in an effective manner. 

A sccontl kind of learning is the gradual improvement of 

motor and cognitive skills through pract,ice, such as learning 

t.o ride a bicycle or to play the piano. Acquiring textShook 

knowledge on how to perform these activit,ies represents only 

the initial, and not, necessarily crit,ical, phase in developing 

t,hc requisite skills. The bulk of the learning process con- 

sist.s of refining the acquired skill, and improving thr mcn- 

tal or motor coordination by repeatcd practice and a correc- 

tion of deviations from desired behavior This form of leern- 

ing, ofLen called skull refinenbent, differs in many ways from 

knowledge acquisition. Wl lcrcas the essence of knowledge 

acquisition may be a conscious process whose result. is the 

creation of new symbolic knowledge structlu’es and mental 

models, skill relinrmrnt, occurs by virtur of repeated prac- 

tice wit,hout, concert,ed conscious effort. Most human learning 

appears to he a mixture of both act,ivities, wit,h intellectual 

endeavors favoring t,he former, and motor coordin:tt.ion tasks 

favoring the latt,er. 

Present machine learning research focuses on the know- 

ledge acquisit,ion aspect., although some investigations, spe:c:- 

i&ally those concerned with learning in problem-solving 

and transforming dcclarativc inst,ructions into effective ac- 

tiorls, touch on aspectas of both types of learning. Whereas 

knowledge acquisition clcurly belongs in the realm of artificial 

int,elligence research, a case could be made that, skill refine- 

ment comes closer to non-symbolic proccsscs, such as t,hose 

st,udied in adaptive cont.rol syst,ems It may indeed be 

the case that skill acquisition is inherently non-symbolic in 

biological systems, but, an int,cresting symbolic model capable 

of simulat,ing gradual skill improvement. through practice has 

been proposed by Newell and Rosenbloom (1981). Hence, 

perhaps both forms of learning can be captured in artificial 

intelligence ~~ioclc:ls. 

A Taxonomy of Machine Learning Research 

This section presents a t,axonomic road Neal) t,o f,hc 

lield of rnac~hinc learning with a view towards prc‘scnting 

iiseful criteria for classifyiiig and coniy)aring most. art.ifici:il 

int,elligcnce-based machine learning invcst,igaLions I,at,c,r, 

the main directions actually t,aken by rescarrhers in this arca 

over t,hc past, t,went,y years are survcycd. . I 
One may classify machine learning syst~c:rns along ~nany 

dillercnt dimensions. We have chosen three dilncnsions as 

p:Lrt,ic:nlarly meaningful: 

l (:lassification on the basis of the underlyi?~q lem- 
zng strategy used. The stratcgics arc ordrrcd by t.hc, 

amount. of infrrcncc the learning system pc7fornls on 

t.l~c iufortnation proviclctl 1,~ tllc sysi.c,frl 

l Classificat,ion on l,hc: basis of the t.yI)c‘ of represe?ltntron 

of knozuledqe (or skzll) acquired by the Icarner 

l Classification in tcnns of the applzcatron don~orn of 
thr perl’ortnallce sysi,cm for wl1ic11 kllowlctlgc: is x- 

quid 

Each point, in t,he space defined by t,he abovr dimon- 

sions corresponds to a syst,cm employing a particular learning 

strategy, a particular knowlcdgc rcpresentJat,ion, and applic,d 

to a particular domain. Since many existing learning s,yst~e~~ls 
employ multiple strategies and knowlcdgc rcl,r’scnt,at,ic,ns, 

and some have been applied t,o more t,han one domain, such 

learning systems arc characterized by a collection of p0int.s 

in the space 

The subsections below describe explored values along 

each of these dimensions F’llture research may wrll rcvcnl 

new values on t,liese dimensions as well as new dimensions. 

Indeed, t,he larger spucc of all possible learning systems is st.ill 

only sparsely explored and partially undcrstootl Exisl,ing 

learning systems correspond t,o only a small portion of t,hc 

space because they represent, only a sniall number of possible 

combinations of t,hc values 

Classification Based on the Underlying Learning 

Strategy. Since WC distinguish learning st,rnt,egies by t,llr: 

amount, of inference the learner performs on the informa- 

tion provided, we first, consider Ule two ext,rcmcs: pcrforn- 

ing no inference, and performing a subst.ant,iwl amourit, of 

inference If a conipliter syst.cm is programmed direct.ly, 

its knowledge increases, but it performs no inference what,- 

soevcr on the new information; all cognit,ivc eflori, is on t.he 

part. of the programmer. Converse y, 1 if a syst,cni iridf:pfw 

dent,ly discovers new theories or invents new c~o~~cept,s, it. 

must perform a very siibsl~ant,ial amount of infcrcncc; il, is 

deriving organized knowledge from experiments :wd ohscr- 

vat,ions An int,crmcdiatc point in the spcct,rum wo~lltl 1)~ a 

student det,ermining how to solve a mathcrnat,ics problenl by 

analogy Lo worked-out. examples in lhc t~cxt.bool~~~a procrss 

that requires inference, but much less than discovering a new 
branch of mathcmat,ics without guidance from t,cacher OI 
t,cxt,book 
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As thr anI01i111. of’ infcrencc t,hat the lcarncr is capable 

of performing increases, thr burden placed on the teacher 01 
cxtcrnal environment decrt~ases. It, is much more difFicult t,o 
teach a person by cxplnining each step in a complex task t1Ia1I 
by showing OIat person thr way that, silnilar tasks are usually 
handled. It is IIIOI’C cliff icult yet to program a computer to 
perform A complex task than t,o instruct, a person to perform 
the task; as programming requires explicit specification of 
all requisite d&il, whereas a person receiving instruction 
can use prior knowlcdgc and common scnsc to fill in most 
mundane details The t,axo~IorrI,y below captures this notion 
of (,radc-oKs in the amount of clfort rcyuircd of the lenrncl 
and of the t,eac:heI 

Rote Learning and Direct Implanting of New 

Knowledge III rot’c learning no infercncc or other trans- 
formation of t,he knowledge is performed by the learner. 
Variar1t.s of this strategy of knowledge acquisit~ion method 
include: 

Learning l,y l)cirlg programnied, cortstruct,ed, or modi- 
fied by an external ent,it,y, (for example, the usual 

style of computer prograniniing) 

Learning by nlcrnorization of givcri facts and data 

wit.h no inferences drawl) from the incomi~lg informa- 

t.ioll (foi example, as pcrformrd by exist,ing dababase 

syst~cn~s) The t.erm “rote le;lrning” is used primarily 

in this cont.cxt. 

Learning from Instruction. Acquiring knowledge 

fro111 a teacher or other organized source, such as a textbook, 

requires tlIat the learner transform the knowletlge from the 
iIIput language to an internally-usable rcprescntation, aIId 
that. the new information be integrated with prior knowledge 
for effective USC Hence, the learner is reyuired to perform 
some inference, but a large fraction of the burden remains 
with t.he teacher, who 111ust~ present and organize knowledge 
in a way that iIicrcmeiitally augments the student’s existing 
knowledge. I,earning from instruction, also termed “learning 
by being t,old,” parallels most, formal education methods. 
Thercforc, the Inachine learning task is one of building a 
system that can accept iristruction or advice and can st,ore 
and apply this learned knowlrdge effectively 

Learning by Analogy. I>earning by analogy is the 
process of transforming and augmcnt)ing existing knowledge 
(or skills) applicable in one domairl to perforln a similar 
task in a related domain For instance, a person who has 
never driven a small truck, but drives automobiles, Inay 
well transforIII his cxist,ing skill (perhaps imperfectly) to the 
new task. Similarly, a learning-by-analogy system might be 
applied to convert an exist,ing c:omputer prograni into one 
t,hat. performs a closely-related flmction for which it, was 
not, originally designed Learning by analogy requires more 
infcrcnre OII the part of t,hc learner than does rote learning 
or learning from instruction. A fact or skill analogous in 

relevant pararnetcrs must, be retrieved from memory; then 
the retrieved knowledge must hc appropriately transformed, 
applied to the new situation, and stored for future use. 

Learning from examples. Learning from examples 

is a special cast of intluctivc lc:a.rIiiIig. (:ivc:Ii ii scl of (‘x- 
amplcs arid counterexamplcs of a concept, the lciirncr iii- 
duces a general concrpt description that dcscribcs all of the: 
positive cxamplcs and none of t,h(> coIIiit,crexnml)les I,earII- 
ing from exaniplcs is a method that has bocn hoxvily invcs- 
t,ig:ttrd in artificial iIitelligencc>. ‘l’hc anio~iiit of infcrclncc> 

performed by t,he learner is much grcat,c>r than in 1f:arniIIp 
froni ilistruction, as ii0 general conccpt8s arc provitlctl l)y a 
teacher, and is somewhat grcatcr than in learning by :r11:r1- 

ogy, as no similar concrpts are provided as “seed” from which 
the JEW concept Inay be grown I,earning from exwmptcs can 
tz subcatcgorixed according to the s0’11rr:f: of t.lic c,x:lnIplc:s: 

The source is a teacher who knows 1.11~ concept. and 

gcncrates examples of t,hc concept t,hat. arc mc~:iIlt to 

1~ as helpful as possible If t11e t,each?r also knows 

(or, more t,ypically, infers) t.11c knowledge st,at,c> of t.11~ 

Icarncr, the (:xamplcs can he gc:~~c~lal.ctl t.o oI)tirnizc, 

convcrgcnce on t,hc dcsircd concept, (as ill Winston’s 

(1975) naar-miss analysis) 

The source is t.lic learner itself ‘I’ht: Iciuner typ- 

tally knows it.s ow11 knowledge st.at.e, t)llt. cI(‘arly docks 

not know the concept, to 1~1 acquired. ‘I’hc,rcforcl, 

t,he learner can gcnerat,e insbnccs (and have XII cx- 

t,rrnal ent,it.y ~11~11 as t,he envirollmcnt or a teachc~r 

classify them as positive or ncgativr rxamples) on 

the ljasis of the information it believes nc~~ssary to 

discriminat,e among contt~llding concept. descript,ions 

For inst,ancc, a learner 1,rying t,o acquire the c:onc’c’l)t, 

of “ferrornagnct.ic suI~5l~nce~” lllay goI1er:lt.c~ as R pos- . 

sihlc condidat,e “all ~r~ehls.” IJporl t,cst.ing copl)cr and 

ot,hcr metals with a Inagnet., the Icarncr will t,hen 

discover that. copper is a ~orlntcrc~x;lrllI,le, a~td t,hcl CT- 

fore the concept of ferromagnetic sul)stnnce sho~ild 

not be generalized t,o include all met,als Mitchell’s 

LEX sysbem (1983) and C:arboncll’s 111~11 gcneraliz:i- 

tioll met,hod (1983) illustrat,r the process of int.crnal 

insbnce gcnerat,ion. 

The source is the external envrronlnent III this case 1.11~ 

example generation process is operat.ionally random, 

as t,hc learner must rely on relatively unconi,rollcd ob 

servations For example, ml ast,ronomer at.t,crnpt.ing 

to infer precursors t.0 supcr~iov:ls must rely rriairlly 

upon unstructured dat,a prescnt,at,ion Although the 

astronomer knows the corlcrpt. of a supernova, he 

cannot, know a priori where and when a sllprrnova 

will occur, nor can he cause one to exist Michalski’s 

STAR metliotlology (1983) c,xernplifics this type of 

learning. 

One can also classify learning from examples by t,hc type 
of examples available to t)hc learner: 

l Only positive examples available Whcrcas positive cx- 

amples provide instances of the concept t,o 1~ a~ 
quircd, they do not, provide information for pr(lvent,- 

ing ovc:rgeneralizat,ion of the: infrrl cd concept III 

this kind of learning situation, overgrncralizatiorl 

might be avoided by considering only the minimal 

generalizations necessary, or by relying 011 n prrorz 

domain knowledge to consl,rain t.he concept to bc ill- 

fcrred 
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l Positive and negative examples availa6le In this kind 
of sit,uation, positive examples force generalization 

whereas negative examples prevent overgeneraliza- 
tion (the induced concept should never be so general 
as to include any of the negative examples) This is 

the most typical form of learning from examples 

Learning from examples may be one-trial or incremental 

In the former case, all examples are presented at once. In the 

latter case, the system must form one or more hypotheses 

of the concept (or range of concepts) consistent with the 

available data, and subsequently refine the hypotheses aRei 

considering additional examples. The incremental approach 

more closely parallels human learning, allows the learner to 

use partially learned concepts (for performance, or to guide 

the example generation process), and enables a teacher to 

focus on the basic aspects of a new concept before attempting 

to impart less central details. On the other hand, the one- 

step approach is less apt t,o lead one down garden paths by 

an injudicious choice of initial examples in formulating the 

kernel of the new concept. 

Learning from Observation and Discovery. This 

“unsupervised learning” approach is a very general form of 

inductive lea.rning that includes discovery systems, theory- 

formation tasks, the creation of classification crit,cria to form 

taxonomic hierarchies, and similar tasks t,o be performed 

without benefit of an external teacher. Unsupervised lcarn- 

ing requires the learner to perform more inference than any 

approach thus far discussed The learner is not provided 

with a set of instances of a particular concept, nor is it given 

access to an oracle that can classify internally-generated in- 

stances as positive or negative examples of any given concept. 

Moreover, rather than focusing on a single concept at a time, 

the observations may span several concepts that need to be 

acquired, thus introducing a severe focus-of-attention prob- 

lem One may subclassify learning from observation accord- 

ing to the degree of&era&on with an external environment. 

The extreme points in this dimension are: 

. Passzve observation, where the learner classifies and 

taxonomizes observations of multiple aspects of the 

environment (as in Michalski and Stepp’s (1983) COII- 

ccptual clustering ) 

. Active experimentation, where the learner perturbs the 

environment to observe the results of its perturba- 

tions Experimentation may be random, dynami- 

cally focused according to general criteria of inter- 

estingness, or strongly guided by theoretical con- 

straints As a system acquires knowledge, and 

hypothesizes theories it, may be driven to confirm or 

disconlirm its t,hcories, and hence explore its environ- 

ment applying diKerent observation and expcrimcn- 

t,at,ion strategies as the need arises. Oftm Ihis 

form of learning involves the generation of examples 

to test hypot,hesized or partially acquired concepts. 

This type of Icarning is exemplified in Lenat’s AM 

and EURISI~O systems (Lenat 1976, 1983) book- 

lena82) ) 

An Intermediat,e point in this dimension is the BACON 

system (Langley, Simon & Hradshaw, 1983), attcnt,ion but 

does not design new experiments 

The above classification of learning strategies should help 

one to compare various learning systems in terms of their 

underlying mechanisms, in terms of the available external 

source of information, and in terms of the degree to which 

they rely on pre-organized knowledge. 

Classification According to Type of Knowledge 

Acquired. A learning system may acquire rules of hchavior, 

descriptions of physical objects, problem-solving heuristics, 

classification taxonomies over a sample space, and many 

other types of knowledge useful in the performance of n wide 

variety of tasks. The list, below spans types of knowledge ac- 

quired, primarily as a function of the representation of that, 

knowledge 

Parameters in algebraic expressions- Learning 

in this context consists of adjusting numerical para- 

met,ers or coefficient,s in algebraic expressions of a 

fixed functional form so as to obtain desired perfor- 

mance. For instance, perceptrons adjust, wcight,ing 

coefficients for threshold logic elementas when learning 

to recognize two-dimensional patterns (Ilosenblatt 

1958, Minsky & Papert 1969). 

Decision trees-Some systems acquire decision trees 

i,o discriminate among classes of objects The nodes 

in a decision tree correspond to select,cd object at- 

tributes, and the edges correspond to predet,rrmined 

alternative values for these attribut,es. Leaves of t,hc 

tree correspond to sets of objects with an identical 

classification Feigenballm’s El’AM exrmplifies this 

discrimination-based learning approach (Feigenbaum, 

1963). 

Formal grammars-In learning t,o recognize a par- 

t,icular (usually artificial) language, formal grammars 

are induced from sequences of expressions in the lan- 

guage. These grammars are typically rcpresent,cd as 

regular expressions, finite-state automata, cont,cxt.- 

free grammar rules, or t,ransformation rules 

Production rules--A production r11le is a caondition- 

action pair C --t A, where G is a set of condit,ions and 

A is a sequence of actions If all the conditions in 

a production rule are satisfied, then t,hc sequence of 

actions is executed. Due to t,heir silnl)licit,y and east 

of interpretatioll, production rules are a widely-us4 

knowledge representation in learning syst.ems 'I%~ 

four basic operations whereby production rules nlay 

be acqllired and refined are: 

1 Crentzon: A new rule is const,ructcd by the systenl 

or acquired from an ext,ernal entit,y 

2. Generalization: C!ondil,ions are dropped or made 

less restrictive, so t,hat the rule applies in a larger 

number of situations. 

3 Specializatzon Additional conditions arc added t.o 

the condition set, or existing conditions made 

more restrictive, so that, the rule applies to a 

smaller numhcr of specific situations 

4 Composition: Two or more rules that, wrrc applied 

in scquencc are composed into a siligle larger rule, 
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thus forming a “compiled” process and eliminat- 

ing any redundant conditions or actions 

5 Formal logic-based expressions and related 

formalismsPm~These general-purpose representations 

have been used to formulate descriptions of individual 

ob.jects (that are input to a learning system) and 

to formulate resultant concept descriptions (t,hat arc 

output, from a learning system). They take the form 

of formal logic expressions whose components are 

propositions, arbitrary predicates, finite-valued vari- 

ables, statements restricting ranges of variables (such 

as “a number between 1 and 9”), or embedded logical 

expressions. 

fi. Graphs and Networks-In many domains graphs 

and networks provide a more convenient and efficient 

representation than logical expressions, although the 

expressive power of network representations is com- 

parable to that of formal logic expressions. Some 

learning techniques exploit graph-matching and graph- 

transformation schemes to compare and index know- 

ledge eficiently 

7 Frames and schemas-These provide larger or- 

ganizational units than single logical expressions or 

production rules. Frames and schemas can be viewed 

as collect,ions of labeled entities (“slots”), each slot 

playing a certain prescribed role in the representation. 

They have proven quite useful in many artificial intel- 

ligcnce applications For instance, a system that ac- 

quires gcncralized plans must be able to represent and 

manipulate such plans as units, although their inter- 

nal structure may be arbitrarily complex Moreover, 

in experiential learning, past successes, untested al- 

ternatives, causes of failure, and other information 

must bc recorded and compared in inducing and 

refining various rules of behavior (or entire plans) 

Schema representations provide an appropriate for- 

malism. 

8 Computer programs and other procedural en- 

codings-The objective of several learning systems 

is to acquire an ability to carry out a specific process 

efficiently, rather t,han to reason about the inter- 

nal structure of the process Most automatic pro- 

gramming systems fall in this general category. In 

addition to computer programs, procedural encod- 

ings include human motor skills (such as know- 

ing how to ride a bicycle), instruction sequences to 

robot manipulators, and other “compiled” human or 

machine skills IJnlike logical descriptions, networks 

or frames, the detailed internal structure of the resul- 

tant, procedural encodings need not. be comprehen- 

sible to humans, or to automated reasoning systems. 

Only the external behavior of acquired procedural 

skills become directly available to the reasoning sys- 

tcm. 

9. TaxonomiespLearning from observation may result, 

in global structuring of domain objects into a hierar- 

chy or taxonomy Clustering object descriptions 

into newly-proposed categories and forming hierar- 

chical classifications require that, the system formu- 

late relevant, crit,eria for classification. 

10 Multiple representations-PSonle knowledge ac- 

quisition systems use scvcral representation schemes 

for the newly-acquired knowledge Most notably, 

some discovery and theory-formation systems ac- 

quire concepts, operations on those concepts, and 

heuristic rules for new domains. These learning sys- 

tems must select appropriate combinations of rcpre- 

sentation schemes applicable t,o the different forms of 

knowledge acquired. 

Classification by Domain of Application Rnothel 

useful dimension for classifying learning systems is their area. 

of application The list below specifies application areas to 

which various existing learning systems have been applied 

Application areas are presented in alphabetical order, not 

reflecting the relative effort or significance of the resultant. 

machine learning system. 

1. Agriculture 

2 Chemistry 

3. Cognitive Modcling (simulating human learning processes) 

4 Computer Programming 

5. Education 

6 Expert Systems (high-performance, domain-specific 

Al programs) 

7. Game Playing (chess, checkers, poker, and so on) 

8 General Methods (no specific domain) 

9. Image Recognition 

10. Mathematics 

11. Medical Diagnosis 

12. Music 

13. Nat,ural Language Processing 

14. Physical Object Characterizations 

15 Physics 

16 Planning and Problem-solving 

17. Robotics 

18 Sequence Extrapolation 

19. Speech Recognition 

Now that we have a basis for classifying and comparing 

learning systems, WC turn to a brief historical outline of 

machine learning. 

A Historical Sketch of Machine Learning 

Over the years, research in machine learning has been 

pursued with varying degrees of intensity, using different ap- 

proaches and placing emphasis on diflereni, aspects and goals. 

Within the relatively short history of this discipline, one 

may distinguish three ma.jor periods, each centered around 

a different paradigm: 

l neural modeling and decision-theoretic techniques 

l symbolic concept-oriented learning 

l knowlcdgc-intensive approaches combining various 

learning strategies 
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The Neural Modelling Paradigm. The distinguish- 

ing feature of the first paradigm was the interest in build- 

ing general purpose learning systems that start with little 

or no initial structure or task-oriented knowledge. The 

mqjor thrust of research based on this tab& rasa ap- 

proach involved constructing a variety of neural model-based 

machines, with random or partially random initial structure. 

These systems were generally referred to as neural nets or 

self-organzzzug systems. Learning in such systems consisted 

of incrcmcntal changes in the prohahilitics that neuron-like 

elements (typically threshold logic units) would transmit, a 

signal. 

Due to the primitive nature of computer technology 

at that, time, most of the research under this paradigm 

was either theoretical or involved the construction of spe- 

cial purpose experimental hardware systems, such as per- 

ceptrons (Rosenblat,t 1958), p andcmonium (Selfridge 1959) 

and aclclaine (Widrow 1962). The groundwork for this 

paradigm was laid in the forties by Rashevsky and his 

followers working in the area of mathematical biophysics 

(Rashevsky 1948), and by McCulloch and Pitts (1943), who 

discovered the applicability of symbolic logic to modeling 

nervous system activities. Among the large number of re- 

search cflorts in t,his area, one may mention many works such 

as Ashhy (1960), Rosenblatt (1958, 1962), Minsky & Papert 

(1969), Block (1961), Yovits (1962), Widrow (1962), Culber- 

son (1963), liazmicrczak (1963). Related research involved 

the simulation of evolutionary processes, that through ran- 

dom mutation and “natural” selection might create a system 

capable of some intelligent, behavior (for example, Friedbcrg 

1958, 1959; Holland 1980) 

Experience in the above areas spawned the new dis- 

cipline of pattern recognition and led t,o the development 

of a decision-theoretic approach to machine learning. Ill 

this approach, learning is equated with the acquisition of 

linear, polynomial, or related discriminant functions from 

a given set of t,raining examples Example include Nilsson 

( 1965), Koford (I 96(i), IJhr (1966), and Highleyman (1967). 

One of the best known successful learning systems utiliz- 

ing such t,cchniqlles (as wrll as some original new ideas in- 

volving non-linear transformations) was Samuel’s checkers 

program (Samuel, 1959, 1963). Through repeated t,raining, 

this program acquired master-level performance Somewhat, 

dillerent, but closely relat,ed, techniques utilized methods of 

stat,istical decision theory for learning pattern rccognit,ion 

rules (for example, Sebestyen 1962, Fu 1968, Watanabe 1960, 

Arkadev 1971, Fukananga 1972, Duda & Hart 1973, Kanal 

1974). 

In parallel to research on neural modeling and decision- 

t,licorctic* l.ec*lmiques, researchers in control theory developed 

adaptive control systems nblc to adjust aut,omatically their 

parameters in order to maintain stable performance in the 

prcscnce of various disturbances, for example, Truxal (1955); 

Davies (1970); Mendel (1970); ‘l’sypkin (1968, 1971, 1973); 

and Fu (1971, 1974). 

Practical rcsult,s sought l,y the neural modeling and deci- 
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sion theoretic approaches met with limited success. High ex- 

pectations articulated in various early works were not real- 

ized, and research under this paradigm began to decline 

Theoretical studies have revealed strong limitations of the 

“knowledge-free” perceptron-type learning systems. 

The Symbolic Concept-Acquisition Paradigm. A 

second major paradigm started to emerge in the early sixties 

stemming from the work of psychologist+ and early AI re- 

searchers on models of human learning (Hunt et al, 1963, 

1966). The paradigm utilized logic or graph structure rcp- 

resentations rather than numerical or statistical methods 

Systems learned symbolic descriptions representing higher 

level knowledge and made strong structural assumptions 

about the concepts to he acquired. Examples of work in 

this paradigm include research 011 human concept acquisition 

(Hunt & Hovland 1963, Fe‘eigenbaum 1963, Hunt et al 1966, 

Hilgard 1966, Simon 85 Lea 1974) and various applied pattern 

recognition systems (Rongard 1970, [Jhr 1966, liarpinski & 

Michalski 1966) 

Some researchers constructed task-oriented specialized 

systems that, would acquire knowledge in the context of a 

practical problem. For inst,ance, the META-DENDRAL pro- 

gram (Buchanan & Feigenbaum 1978) generates rules cx- 

plaining mass spectrometry data for use in the DENDRAI, 

system (Buchanan et ul 1971). 

Winston’s (1975) structuraly learning system was an 

influential development in this paradigm. In parallel with 

Winston’s work, difl’erent approaches to learning structural 

concepts from examples emerged, including a family of logic- 

based inductive learning programs, AQVAL (Michalski 1972, 

1973, 1978), and related work (Hayes-Roth 1974, Hayes-Roth 

& McDermott 1978, Vere 1975, Mitchell 1978). See Diet,- 

terich and Michalski (1983) and Michic (1982) for additional 

discussion of this paradigm ) 

The Modern Knowledge-Intensive Paradigm The 

third paradigm represcnt,s the most recent period of research 

starting in the mid-seventies. Researchers have broadened 

t,heir interest hcyond learning isolated concepts from ex- 

amplcs, and have begun investigating a wide spectrum of 

learning methods, most based upon knowledge-rich systems 

Specifically, this paradigm can be charactcriznd by several 

new trends, including: 

Knowledge-Intensive Approaches: Researchrrs 

are strongly emphasizing the use of task-orient.ed 
knowledge and the constraints it, provides in guiding 

the learning process One lesson from the failures of 

earlier tab& rasa and knowledge-poor learning sys- 
tems is that to acquire new knowledge a syst.em must 

already possess a great deal of initial ktlowlcdgc 

Exploration of alternative methods of learn- 
ing: In addition to the earlier research emphasis OIL 

learning from examples, researchers arc now inves- 

tigating a wider variety of learning methods such as 

learning from instruct,ion (e g , Mostow 1983, Haas X: 
IIendrix 1983, Rychener 1983), learning by analogy 

(e g , Winston 1979, Carbonell 1983, Anderson 1983), 
and discovery of concept,s and classifications (e g , 



Lenat, 1976, Langley, et al 1983, Michalski 1983, 

Michalski & Stepp 1983, IIayes-Roth 1983, Quinlan 

1983) 

3 Incorporating abilities to generate and select 

learning tasks: In contrast to previous efforts, a 

number of current. systems incorporate heuristics to 

control t,hciI focus of attention by generating learning 

tasks, proposing cxpclriment,s to gather training data, 

and choosing concepts to acquire (c g., 1,enat 1976, 

Mitchell et al 1983, Carbonell 1983). 

In contrast, with the knowledge-free parametric learn- 

ing methods used in the neural networks, and in con- 

trast with the early symbolic methods that learned isolated, 

“disembodied” concepts, the current approaches use a wealth 

of general and domain-specific knowledge However, the 

availability of large volumes of knowledge does not mean 

that the inductive inference processes are themselves domain 

dependent and non-gcnerslizable The generality lies in 

the induct,ive inference methods and the power is derived 

from their ability to use domain knowledge to focus atten- 

t,ion and structure new concepts. The current methodologi- 

cal assumption is that machine learning systems, much 

like humans, must learn incrementally, slowly expanding a 

highly-organized knowledge base, rather than by some ges- 

talt self-organization process. A recently published book on 

machine learning (Michalski, Carboncll & Mitchell, 1983) 

presents some of the major research directions in this general 

approach. 
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HOW TO GAIN ACCESS 
TO THE COMPLETE SCIENTIFIC 
MEMORANDA OF MIT AND 
STANFORD’S ARTIFICIAL 
INTELLIGENCE LABORATORIES. 
Not iust the findinas but the 
com$ete memos - 
The development ofArtificial Intelli- 
gence took place at two great AI Labo- 
ratories. At MIT under the direction of 
Professor Marvin Minsky and at Stan- 
ford under the guidance of Professor 
John McCarthy. The complete, 
unabridged sets of reports, memos, 
idea exchanges and research findings 
at these two great laboratories is now 
available for the first time ever as a 
collection in two new sets of 
microfiche. The MIT set covers 195% 
1979. The Stanford set covers 1963- 
1982. There’s a special introduction to 
the MIT set by Professor Minsky. And 
over 10,000 pages of memoranda are 
represented. 

Essential for Al and Robotics libraries 

As a research tool. as a reference tool 
and laboratories. 

or simply as fascinating reading, these 
two first time collections will undoubt- 
edly be in great demand. They are a 
must for the shelves of any institution, 
university or corporation that con- 
siders itself an entity in the world of 
Artificial Intelligence or Robotics. And 
they are clearly destined to be scien- 
tific classics to be used by engineers, 
experimental psychologists, linguists, 
computer scientists as well as AI pro- 
fessionals. 

Over 800 reports organized, indexed 
and catalogued. 
The two breakthrough collections are 
carefully designed for research use. A 
fully annotated, indexed catalogue 
with abstracts covers such topics as 
seminal work in robots, LISP, expert 
problem solving, understanding lan- 
guage, vision, theories, systems and 
games. Retrieving reports or specific 
information has been greatly sim- 
plified by a team of top editors and 
research professionals. This important 
collection is a simple and easy to use 
reference. 
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MIT and Stanford: The basis for all 
future developments in Al. 
MIT, Stanford, Professor Minsky and 
Professor John McCarthy took a long 
but rewarding voyage into the explora- 
tion of thinking. On the way, they dis- 
coveredmorethantheyeverdreamed 
of. Now, you can discover the institu- 
tions and personalities that had the 
vision to see what the study of Arti- 
ficial Intelligence would bring to the 
80’s. Share those great, scientific 
moments in two exciting microfiche 
collections. The MIT collection (1958- 
1979) sells for $2,450. The Stanford 
collection (1963-1982) sells for $2,750. 
Or better yet, order both sets now 
for $3,775 and save more than 25%. 
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